Teaching Projects/Curricular Development:
Zhixin Wu (Associate Professor of Mathematics) – “Update Actuarial Science Program Curriculum”

Scholarly/Creative Projects:
Mona Bhan (Associate Professor of Anthropology) – “No River, No Country: Environmental Rights and Resource Sovereignty in Occupied Territories”

Eugene Gloria (Professor of English) – “This Charming Man: On the Travels and Reminiscences of Dr. Jose Rizal”

Mary Kertzman (Professor of Physics and Astronomy) – “A Search for the Signature of Dark Matter within the Very High Energy Cosmic Ray Electron Spectrum Measured by VERITAS”

Jinyu Liu (Associate Professor of Classical Studies) – “Rendering Voices in Exile Across Time and Culture: A Translation and Commentary of Ovid’s Tristia in Chinese”

Pauline Ota (Associate Professor of Art and Art History) – “Seeing Anew: Exploring Visual Perception in Art and through Art”

Matthew Oware (Professor of Sociology) – “Ladies First: A Sociological Analysis of Female Rap Artists’ Songs”

Greg Schwipps (Professor of English) – “Little Wild Men: Raising Outdoors Children”

James Wells (Associate Professor of Classical Studies) – “The Need for Roots: Vergil’s Eclogues and Georgics”

Lili Wright (Professor of English) – “The Cure: A Novel”